
SYSTEM INPUTS Introduction 

Inputs and output system are modeled within a frame-based representation. 
Inputs  system are social group, social identities and intergroup emotion. 
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Theoretical Background 

Fig. 1. Emotion elicitation mechanism in the interpersonal context (Appraisal 
theory) and in intergroup context (Intergroup Emotion theory).  

Proposed Model 

Fig.2. Overall structure of the Model 

Inputs and Output Modeling 

Fig.4. Definition of the Social Reference 
Group Representation (SRG) in the 
Categorization step. 

Conclusion and Future work 
      The present work describes a new approach for emotion 
modeling in intergroup contexts. It lies on a strong theoretical 
background stemming from psychological domain driving the 
proposed model. 

The system will be modelized within an ontology editor: Protégé. 

To validate such a model empirically, the intended working 
method is to submit a questionnaire with situations provided by 
the output system to social group members.   The comparison 
between people’s emotional responses and intergroup emotion 
requested as input will determine reliability of the system. 

Example of Algorithm 

Complementary Components 

          The present work proposed to conceive a system generating situations which 
could elicit intergroup emotions within individuals identifying with a social group.  The 
aim of such a system is to help in elaborating efficient persuasive messages like in 
marketing domain or military domain. 
This poster presents  firstly the  strong theoretical background, including the intergroup 
emotion theory, the appraisal theory, the social identity approach and the Conceptual 
Dependency Theory.  Secondly, it exposes the overall structure of the proposed model. 
Thirdly, all components of the system. Inputs and output modeling and also 
complementary independent components. 
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System intputs contains two social groups and an intergroup emotion, requested by the 
user. One of the social groups, the social reference group, feels the intergroup emotion 
directed toward the aim-group. System output is a situation divided in two steps.  
Step 1: Categorization step, ensures social categorization and social identification with 
the social reference group. Step 2: Action step is responsible for the intergroup emotion 
elicitation and differenciation. 
 

Generic Frame: SOCIAL GROUP 
Slot g1  
             Domain <Name> 
Slot g2 
             Domain <Context> 
Slot g3  
             Domain <Representation> 
Includes <Heroes><Symbols><Appearance> 
Slot g4 
             Domain <Social Goal> 
Slot g5 
             Domain <Power Level> 
Slot g5  
             Domain<Social Criteria> 
Slot g6  
            Domaine <Kind of group> 

Generic Frame: INTERGROUP EMOTION 
Slot e1  
             Domain <Name> 
Slot e2 
             Domain<Action actor>  
Facet {SRG,AG} 
Slot e3 
             Domain<Action direction> 
Facet {SRG,AG} 
Slot e4 
             Domain< <Social Goal>  
Slot e5 
             Domain <Coping Potential> 
Slot e6  
             Domain<Social Criteria> 

Generic Frame:  
SOCIAL CRITERIA 

 
Slot c1 
       Domain<Age> 
Slot c2 
       Domain<Gender> 
Slot c3 
       Domain <Ethnicity> 
Slot c4 
       Domain<Religion> 
Slot c5 
       Domain<Professional Status> 
Slot c6 
       Domain<Political Opinion> 
Slot c7 
       Domain<Localization> 
Slot c8 
       Domain<Social Status> 
Slot c9 
       Domain<Educational Level> 
Slot c10 
       Domain<Marital Status> 
Slot c11 
       Domain<Parental Status> 
Slot c12 
       Domain<Language> 
 

Generic Frame: CATEGORIZATION STEP 
 
Slot s1 
       Domain <Context> 
Slot s2 
       Domain<Action actor Representation> 
Includes <Heroes><Symbols><Appearance> 
Facet {SRG,AG} 
Slot s3  
      Domain<Action Direction Representation> 
Includes <Heroes><Symbols><Appearance> 
Facet {SRG,AG} 
 

Generic Frame: ACTION STEP 
 
Slot a1  
              Domain <Categorization step> 
Slot a2 
              Domain<Kind of Action> 
Includes <Goal Conduciveness><Goal 
Obstruciveness><Norms Conduciveness><Norms 
Obstructiveness> 
Slot a3 
             Domain<Target Group Representation> 
Slot a4 
            Domain<Coping Potential> 

Intergroup Emotion 
dimension values 

Some additional components are added independently of the system as a data-base to 
store emotional and cultural knowledge.  

Cultural scripts Kind of actions 

Definition of Social Groups  

Fig.3 Conceptualization of the sentence « Aim-group member gives  food to Social 
Reference Group Children » within the Conceptual Dependency Theory.  
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Social Categorization and  
identification processes 

Intergroup emotion elicitation 
And differenciation processes 

feels 

toward 

• APPRAISAL THEORY (SCHERER, 2001) 

• INTERGROUP EMOTION THEORY 
(Garcia-Prieto & Scherer, 2005) 

• SOCIAL IDENTITY APPROACH: Social Identity Theory 
(Tajfel & Turner, 1977) ; Self-categorization Theory 
(Turner, 1987)  

• CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY THEORY (Schank 
& Abelson, 1975) 

Social extension 

 Intergroup emotion dimensions 

 Salience of a social identity 

 Primitive actions 
 Cultural Scripts 

Appraisal Theory Situation Assessment: Appraisal dimensions 
- How relevant is this event for me?(Relevance) 
-What are the implications of this event ?(Implications) 
-How well can I cope with to the consequences? 
 (Coping Potential) 
-What is the signiance of this event with respect to 
 my self-concept and to my social norms and values?  
(Normative Signifiance) 
 

Intergroup Emotion Theory 

Situation Assesment: Appraisal dimensions 
- Social Goal conduciveness/ Obstructiveness 
-Causal agency and responsability 
-Coping potential determination (Control, 
 Power, Adaptability) 
-Normative signifiance evaluation  
(External standards) 
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